


what is it what is it about

“What is utopia but a machine made of man.”

Child of Man,
- R. Lutece, 1904

AfterShock is a series of “First Person
Experience” (or FPX) games (I’d like to thank
Adam Orth and his team for coining the term).

Now, before you say “Walking Simulator,”
rest assured that weapons, abilities, and
other tools, will still play active roles,
just in more meaningful ways (such as
environment manipulation).

And if it isn’t known by now, AfterShock
is indeed related to BioShock.

But rather than be some lewd or way off the
rails fanfic, or even a spiritual successor like
BioShock is to System Shock, AfterShock,
is simple and straightforward in justifying
its existence.

It’s what came to be in the time after.

Thus the name.

AfterShock takes place over several time periods
(over several games), but for now, the main game
follows a revitalized Elizabeth (not the main
character of the series, though) as she emerges
from what one could refer to as "Old Rapture,"
(now exposed due to the oceans receding) and is
taken on a journey that traverses the diverse
locales of a once populated solar system, set in
an alternate history space age (space exploration
didn’t slow down after the 70's, with the reasons
being what creates the ties to the BioShock series).

From a now sterile Earth and the Moon, to the
Martian city of Olympus (also sterile, but in an
entirely different way), and the colonized worlds
of the Gas Giant systems that lie beyond, it is
a story that, by its end, determines the very
nature of Tomorrow.

The year is 2208, and the world has changed.

High Res Versions: nickcaldwellcreations.com/ultimate-8
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FIRST
PERSON
EXPERIENCE
DESTROY, CREATE,
MANIPULATE
Did you know guns can do more
than just kill?  Crazy, I know.
In AfterShock, the Master Blaster,
(or the “natural” equivalent for other
characters) is the primary means
for the player to partake in
environment manipulation.
Melt, freeze, shock, seal, and of
course, just plain old blasting when
something is in the way, the Blaster
represents the most common way
for the player to interact with the
worlds they will be exploring.
Environment manipulation will
also play heavily into the multilayer
component of the series.
But that discussion, in full detail,
is presented in a separate document
(due to scale and complexity, it
would most likely be a stand
alone game).

Refer to The Granger Games
Pitch Book

“MAKE SPACE
YOUR PLACE!”
Space and hospitality aren’t ones
to be found together fairly often, thus
creating need for the UPGRADES.

Story wise, Zero One (a super computer
that was built under the Martian city of
Olympus) developed implants, so as to
better adapt the Human population of
“Space” (Mars and her colonies) to the
harshness that came with living beyond
the safe confines of Earth.

The core four UPGRADES include:

Luna’s Light: An optical implant
that expands sight to the entire
Electromagnetic Spectrum, with the
major uses being heat/particle detection,
illuminating darkened areas, and
X-Ray vision (user performing certain
eye twitches is used as the in game
explanation for the player’s ability to
switch between vision modes).

Map Maestro: A navigation system that
projects out of the palm of one’s hand,
providing both micro and macro scale
mapping.  And along with being updated
via gathering traditional detailed maps,
what is seen around the user is also
cataloged, then represented in the
projection (basically, projections start
out as wire frames, then get more
detailed as the player explores).

Armstrong: It’s Telekinesis, 'nuff said.

Lead Line: Strengthens the body’s
naturally occurring electromagnetic
field, so as to provide both radiation
and heat/cold protection (up to a
certain point, of course).  This is also
the only mandatory UPGRADE.

Possible others, which do not appear
in the current draft of the main game,
include an increase to the player’s jump
height and the ability to hold breath
underwater for greater lengths of time.

TOOLS OF
THE TRADE
Sometimes, what already exists isn’t
quite enough to get you where you need
to go, so tools/devices made during the
games will also be a feature.
For the main game, the most notable
creation is the High Line device, or
more affectionately, the Monocross.
Made to traverse Olympus’ iconic
High Line transit system (a monorail
like system that has single sphere cars
move across it via electromagnets),
the device is how most of the exploration
within the city will be carried out (while
also coming in handy in other locales
later on in the game).
And yes, it is just like the Sky Hook
and Air Grabber from the BioShock
series.  However, this time, it‘ll actually
be used for exploration, as opposed to
just “combat traversal.”

As for one other tool, a certain little
red ship does in fact play a significant
role, and in case you were wondering,
that is indeed a picture of the Lego
version of it.

AND PRACTlCAL,SOME THlNGS DOCHANGE



DIVERSE LOCALES
Earth, Luna, Mars, Europa, Saturn, Titan, and even places
“Beyond,” AfterShock goes from the comforts of home
(or what’s left of it), all the way to the unknown outskirts
of the greater cosmos.

From how Tomorrow lived, was built, and powered,
to even how it passed the time, no stone is left unturned,
and no color unused.

NO GODS OR KINGS OF MAN
ONLY “MACHINE”
The big thing about AfterShock is the concept of “Uploading.”
That is, putting the Human mind into a machine, and in this case,
into the aforementioned Olympus supercomputer Zero One.

Of course with this, it isn’t hard to imagine that the Humanity of
Earth would be more unaccepting to the concept, while at the same
time, the more technologically infused citizens of Space being more
willing.  So much in fact, that in nearly no time at all, only the so
called “Digital Society” was to be found among the stars.

As for the main game, with Earth a wasteland (no complex life),
and the now mechanized minds of Olympus more or less keeping
to themselves, “alone in the universe,” is more accurate than ever.

CRUSHING SCALE
Everything is BIG in AfterShock, from the monumental towers of
Olympus, to the imposing Pillars of Saturn.  The universe is a big
place, and seeing as we are but only a mere speck within it,
the environments of the series should uphold that.

THE LOST

TOMORROW



AFTERSHOCK: EDICTAL
The second supplement game, Edictal, actually begins 27 years before The Fall,
and follows a woman named, Anabelle Mor, (head of VitaVault recruitment for the Eden
Project, the operation that led to the Edictal’s construction) and her misadventures during
the ill-fated maiden voyage of the Edictal, a Generation Ship (5 kilometers in length), that
was to colonize the cosmos with life, in all its forms.

However, though its purpose was to usher in an age of peace and prosperity between the
worlds of Man and Machine on a galactic scale, in the end, far more is accomplished,
both for better and worse.

Unlike The Fall, this game would be a return to the gameplay style of the main game,
only via different means (see next page).

THE SUPPLEMENTS
An Odyssey and a Night the Stars Fell

AFTERSHOCK: THE FALL
The first "supplement" game of the series, The Fall, covers the events that took place when a
mysterious entity (from Olympus, Mars) visited Earth 109 years prior to the events of AfterShock
proper, during a time when the worlds of Man (Earth) and “Machine” (Mars) existed in isolation
from one another.  So, atmosphere wise, think Deus Ex, with society plagued by UPGRADE
black markets (lesser quality knock offs Humanity made in the time after Zero One entered into
its “Great Sleep”), over population, severe pollution/climate change, and ever increasing tensions
between the handful of rich elites and the rest of the population who are now impoverished.

However, by game’s end, nothing is left but “Zero,” when the Human Question receives a solution.

Gameplay wise, this experience would be more conservative, due to certain story reasons
(see next page), with the biggest feature being the player’s choices, via actions (rather than lack
luster “press button to choose,” type moments), having dynamic consequences upon the world
they are exploring.  Though of course, in the end, the end, will always be the same.

High Res Versions: nickcaldwellcreations.com/seeds-of-fire
/aftershock-trio

All Box Art Mockups: /aftershock-box-art
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ELIZABETH - MAIN GAME
Elizabeth’s concept in AfterShock proper is roughed up
(showcasing the fragile nature of nature), intellectual, and
technologically infused with UPGRADES by game’s end.

Thrown into a world (unwillingly this time around, like
all things, living or otherwise) that has “forfeited the flesh,”
Liz must shed some of her humanity in order to survive the
worlds of Tomorrow, while at the same time, causes those
she interacts with, who inhabit it, to reclaim parts of the
natural lives they originated from.

And in the case of certain others, helps in obtaining such
things for the very first time.

ANABELLE MOR - EDICTAL
Mor’s concept is fairly similar to Elizabeth’s.
However, instead of using technological implants, Mor
utilizes abilities that are more like BioShock’s biologically
based Plasmids, though, without the need for replenishment
via external supplements (like Eve).  So, as for instance,
instead of using a Master Blaster, Mor is able to generate
Fire, Ice, and Electric Shock abilities self sufficiently.

In the end, Liz is meant to represent the clunkiness of integrated
technology, while Mor displays the elegance of “natural” ability.

For more details (which are spoilers), refer to the Ending/Epilogue
timeline in the Building Tomorrow document.

“ZERO” - THE FALL
Unlike Liz and Mor, “Zero,” or rather, what will later
become Zero, is synthetic (a being of Zero One), and
represents “the stranger in a strange land,” during The Fall.

The being in the illustration is obscure because Zero takes on a
different appearance every time the game is played (gender, skin
color, clothing, and old vs young).  Also, due to Zero going about
while the rest of Zero One still “sleeps,” it is unable to speak
verbally, or use abilities that are similar to what Liz and Mor
utilize (always receives an “ACCESS DENIED” message).

Simply put, Zero is curiosity made manifest, and only
Exists to Know.

THE TRIO
Refer to the full versions at the end of this document

AfterShock’s Leading Ladies and that which has no Name

CHlLDREN OF THE lMPOSSlBLE



THE LAST MARTIAN
Occurring during the later half of 2070, the game follows the
dealings (as well as personal relationship) between Earth's
ambassador to Mars, Eleanor Lamb (refer to the timeline
material to see how all this came about), and the so called
"Last Martian," (the last human in Olympus, with his real
name being Alex Maxson, a space architect), where they
discuss ways that will hopefully lead to both a peaceful
and prosperous future between the worlds of Man (Earth)
and now "Machine" (Mars).

From shedding new light on what Lamb was like during this
time period, to experiencing the Uploading process through
Maxson's perspective, the story eventually leads up to the
Lamb Assassination, and reveals how the effects, specifically
upon Maxson, shaped the “face” of Tomorrow.

This one would be the most Firewatch like.

WUNDERKIND
Turning the spotlight onto BioShock’s
Brigid Tenenbaum, the game goes from her time
in Auschwitz (teen), to her work with Jack and the
Little Sisters of Rapture (adult), then all the way
through to her time with Charles Porter (while still
on Earth) when things on Mars were beginning to
pick up speed (senior), with the end being her
own death shortly thereafter.

In doing so, the game will show how these
experiences crafted not only her, but Tomorrow
as well.

This game would have the most horror elements.

DWELLER OF THE DEN
Set during an unspecified time in the
21st Century (unknown at the start, at least),
Dweller of the Den, covers the events that
transpired when Rapture's Thinker was
reactivated in a now completely dead and
deserted city under the sea (still under the
sea at this point).

Taking over the remains of a Robo Little Sister,
(yes, like the ones that were featured briefly during
BioShock 2’s Minerva's Den DLC) the player will
explore, through the Thinker's eyes, what remains
of its home (in ways only the Thinker can), and
in doing so, play an indirect role in determining
the fate of Tomorrow.

Gameplay wise, this game would be the most
Gone Home like.

TALES OF TOMORROW
The “Nook and Cranny” stories of the AfterShock Saga

PROGENlTORSERVANT



GAME PLAN
THE AFTERSHOCK STORY, IN FULL DETAIL

Completed Chapters can be viewed here:

Main Game
nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-chapter-
*number in word form*

The Fall
nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-the-fall-
chapter-*number in word form*

Edictal
nickcaldwellcreations.com/aftershock-edictal-
chapter-*number in word form*

In written form, the AfterShock Trilogy
is told across thirteen chapters, with
seven making up the main story, and
both The Fall and Edictal each
being composed of three.

As for the Tales of Tomorrow, they
will play out as short stories (so one self
contained chapter), and will be written
once the Trilogy is complete.

For the time being, “completed” chapters
should be regarded as raw first drafts,
with each one being subject to change
(mostly wording/dialogue, rather than
changing actions/events).

As for how they read, each is a mix
between a script, screenplay, and a novel,
plus they include gameplay notes (it’s bare
minimum stuff currently, with the hope
being what is laid out now will be greatly
expanded upon, if giving the chance), and
illustrations (they’re crude, but they get
the job done, for now).

Main Game

Chapter One - Sometime Somewhere

Chapter Two - The City Upon a Hill

Chapter Three - Among Sovereigns

Chapter Four - Pillars of Tomorrow

Chapter Five - Shadow of the Enclaves

Chapter Six - World Entire

The Fall

Chapter One - Atop the Setting Sun

Chapter Two - Seeds of Rise and Ruin

Chapter Three - Into the Unbroken

Edictal

Chapter One - Eden’s Chariot

Chapter Two - Fury of Fear

Chapter Three - At Time’s End

Epilogue(s) (Part of the Main Game,
and will be written last)

Chapter Seven - Felix Culpa

Endgame (The “Alternate” Ending,
which would likely be a stand alone game)



THE END GAME
BUILDING A STAGE FOR THE LONG TERM
A direct sequel, if you really need a classification for it,
to the main story of AfterShock, Generations, is still at
the big idea stage, in terms of development.

That said, I can tell you that it takes place 300 years after
AfterShock proper, and is meant to be a far more open
experience (the game adapts to your choices, or lack thereof,
if you decide to take a more isolated approach, with the game
literally evolving around you as time goes on).  As opposed to
the linear experiences of its predecessors (though, wide linear
may be a more accurate description), which act as pieces of a
puzzle that form together to build this game's scenario, and
more importantly, the world it takes place in.

However, explaining the scenario would of course mean
spoiling the ending events of the main game.  So, to get
around this problem, I’ll describe how the game would
most likely play.  But if you really want to know, refer to
the Ending/Epilogue timeline in the Building Tomorrow
document (info regarding one other epilogue game can
also be found there).

In short, Generations would have the world feel akin to
Fallout.  A grand macro scope on par with Stellaris and
Star Citizen (by late game).  And micro level depth, such
as what can be found in the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. and Deus Ex
games.  So, ambitious would be an understatement, but
another purpose for the other games would be to provide
the lessons needed in order to make this game.

Also, one of the big things about the game, will be
the long term progression of the player’s existence within it,
which will depend on their ability to survive via offspring.
Whether that be through natural, or “other” means.
Thus the subtitle.

Will Tomorrow be Paradise, or Perdition?

(not to be confused with the alternate ending, “endgame”)

SUGGEST MAKlNG

THE MOST OF lT



High Res Version: nickcaldwellcreations.com/the-aftershock-saga

Thanks f
or

Reading!

RESOURCE
MY PORTFOLIO SITE

Home to all AfterShock Illustrations (250+), Chapters, and Teaser Videos
nickcaldwellcreations.com


